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Dear Emmett, 

39 CAUSEWAYSIDE 

CAMBRIDGE 

9 February 1960 

I don't doubt your pa t rm0tism, but suspect you are beffing 
deliberately obtuse. 

Many thanks for the promise of MT II copies, not yet 
arrived; and many more for the photos. I return the two 
as requested. I have suspended this absurd correspondence 
wit~ Beattie. but I know I shall have to defend myself in 
print in due course, so I want to know where I stand. 739 
is exactly as you say , and I agree that the erased sign is 
most likely ta. Beattie seems to think it is a boss shot at 
drawing the ideogram, whi ch the scribe scrti.bbed out and did 
again. If the whole surface was erased (can't verify this 
from the photo), then he is obviously up the pole. He says 
an archaeolmgist (who? Brice??) assured him ideogram 163 
could not possibl¥ befta a corslet and helmet. Well )of course 
it could be Fmther Christmas's sunday vest frozen stiff on the 
line, surmounted by a paper hat; but with to-ra-ke in front 
of it, that imposes a restriction (as does common sense). 
But Beattie is not arguing from the same pre¢mises as we are, 
and there is no use in debating minutiae until we are agreed 
on whether the thing is Greek or not. I was rather uncomfort
able about the helmet on 5670, because I knew Michael had made 
it look rather better in his drawing than it was on the original. 
However, I don't want to bandy words with Beattie about it. 

My own plans for getting the KN photos (enlarged to scale) 
are maturing, and Lisa is probably spending some weeks on it 
in Iraklion next month. By the way, the photo of Ab746 
fascinated me again, as the original did. Vhat do you suppose 
happened? Did he write pa-ke-te-ja, try to change to -_j_Q_ and 
get the 1£ superimposed on the wrong sign? Or do you think 
the 1Q. is just aceidental damage? If he changed one to the 
dual, why not the other (ri-ne-ja)? Your drawing shows -~ 
superimposed on -.l.Q.. I can't make this out on the photo. 
By the way, Lejeune 's point that the dual of korwa ought to be 
ko-wo is a bit too refined; I think you were nearer the mark 
when you called them ideographic. 

Many thanks too ror starting the process for getting 
photos of Tn316. I will of course ask Blegen; but try not 
to bother him with unnecessary correspondence. I fe e l inclined 
to take another crack at this problem, working at it crypto
graphically rather than etymologically, and with the clear 
conviction that it isn't a calendar. With the parallels in 



the Fr texts, I have a feeling we might get somewhere. But 
the major snag is the -~problem, which ties up with e-ke-ge. 
I feel tempted, in spite of all the dreadful difficulties 
of phonology, to suggest it is a modal particle, even if not 
our old friend ~~ . It might thus be used as a marker f'or 
the subjunctive, thus subj. + ke =futur e, as in Homer. 'l'his 
ties up with Palmer's analysis of a 'prospective' force; though 
I did seem to see a flaw in his argument as given in London. 
Have you any further bright ideas on the ekeqe problem? 

I'm very unpopular at home at the moment as I've been 
asked to go to Johannesburg next year, and naturally intend 
going if I can. It would only be for one to two months. 
If only it were Athens... Homer Thomson (spelling7) has been 
here lecturing on Athenian public buildings; many fine views 
of agora and surroundings. Ye have also here Colonel Fried.man 
(Know him?) of Washiggton DC; he has paid me the compliment 
of coming to some of my lectures. 

Enough for a middle of term letter. 

Yours, 

1~ ----/ ~· 
.~ 

~~~-~~-·----

1? 5' t W'~ er,,. eevdt... cl.e/ r 
~ .. --1Mj re.Vi.e.w of HtUtsa.... 

~ !Ve.Jtbt" (2't) ? 
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